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Happy
Beekeeping
New Year to
all our
Members
YBKA GPC

BE AN OPTIMIST
Despite dire predictions of more
years of record rainfall in Yorkshire
we need to be optimists and prepare
for the coming year so that we can
give our bees the best chance of
building up and doing well.
New beekeepers - Please try to get to
your district association and county
meetings over the coming months so
that you are kept up to date with
what you need to be doing and when
you need to do it. The more
experienced member will know how
to match tasks to the weather.
Please also make sure that you have
the date 20th April in your diary The date of our annual conference in
York - You should receive a flyer
about this from your district
association.
Bill Cadmore, Chairman

JOBS IN THE APIARY
Roger Chappel & Len Mutton of
Darlington BKA give advice
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Jobs in the Apiary for January
by Roger Chappel & Len Mutton
•••

Last month (December) Dave Shannon drew
everyone’s attention to the fact that the bees
were a month out of their normal routine and
advised treating with Oxalic acid as soon as a
suitable day came along. This should be a day
when the temperature stays above 7-8
degrees centigrade within the 24 hour
treatment period, to allow the acid to work
and not harm the bees or freeze them where
they lie in the winter cluster. Never do it if the
temperature is below freezing or just above.
You can buy ready pre mixed solution from
your beekeeping suppliers. We repeat that
advice and, if you haven’t already done so, get
trickling now before it’s too late.

FOREWORD
We have volunteered,
most willingly, to
continue Dave Shanno
n’s good work
for 2013. We hope to
bring an
additional dimension
to our
deliberations, a little
extra humour
and introduce a bit of
a story line
based on our Riverban
k Apiary at
Whiley Hill just outsi
de Darlington. We
would like to stress fro
m the very
outset that though th
e basic thread of
our tips will be based
on good sound
practice and common
sense much of it
will be based on our
own experience so
there’s bound to be co
ntroversy along
the way – well, there
always is when it
comes to beekeeping!
We welcome
dialogue and anyone
wishing to give us
the benefit of their co
mments,
observations and po
ints of view may
do so by writing to us
at
darlingtonbka@gmail
.com. We will try
to respond (as politely
as we can) to
every letter we receive
.

Roger & Len

A summary of the procedure :
1. A 3.5% solution of oxalic acid and sugar.
(200 g sugar 35g oxalic acid dissolved in 3/4
litre of warm water, then more warm water
added to the solution to make a 1 litre total
quantity).
2. 100 ml syringe.
3. Acid proof gloves (important!)
4. Each colony is dosed with 30 to 50 ml. of
solution at a dosage of 5 to 6 ml.per occupied
frame space (seam).

LIVE BEES ARE BETTER THAN
DEAD ONES

Please remember to check your bees and
feed them fondant if you suspect that they
are short of food - Do this in January and
keep checking until the sun starts to shine
and the flowers bloom

5. Treatment is in November or December
when the temperature is above 0°C. Try to
administer when there is some good weather
coming up that will enable them to fly and
relieve themselves. Administer treatment in
as many droplets of solution as possible and
drip onto as many bees as possible. (Do not
shake or squirt solution onto bees!)
6. Mite fall continues for four to five weeks.
7. Good efficiency only in brood free colonies.
8. Two applications is one too many.

MAKE A PLAN
Think about where you keep your bees and
when forage will become available. Make
sure that you will have suopers and swarm
prevention kit ready at the right time.

GO THROUGH ALL YOUR
EQUIPMENT CHECKING THAT IT
IS IN GOOD CONDITION

By doing this you’ll prevent those moments
of panic when you suddenly realise that you
haven’t got the right thing when you really
need it.

More work to do to Prepare for Spring
Riverbank apiary. Having installed the
outer covers and inserted sheets of
polystyrene between the walls to give
extra insulation, we returned 3 or 4 days
later to fit the mouse guards. To our
amazement we saw evidence of unusual
behavior on the crown boards on three of
the hives i.e. nests, minced up polystyrene
and holes chewed in the sides of the
plastic trays we use to cover the fondant
food source for the bees.
If you haven’t already done so make sure
that the hives are well protected from the
harsh winter cold, wind and rain which we
get in abundance up here in the north.
This includes protection against predators
– mice, rats and even woodpeckers.
We always put extra protection around
our hives – for the hives which are visible
to our friends and neighbours we put in
place our WBC-style lifts (purpose-built to
fit around our Nationals), old package
cases around the hives out in the country
and even budget make-shift covers around
the hives at the
bottom of the
garden out of sight,
so it doesn’t really
matter what they
look like! It does
the same job and
gives the bees that
little bit of extra
protection to help
them through.
What is there to
lose? We try to do
this by the end of
October, before the
bad weather really sets in but strange
things can happen if you get your timing
slightly wrong.
Mice, for instance, are well known for
their propensity to settle in to their
winter quarters as early as possible and
this year was our first winter at our new

Surely, mice could not have moved in so
quickly? There was no sign of any so we
had to make a decision. Our solution was
to set mouse traps in the space between
the crown board and roof and fit the
mouse guards. We returned some 3 days
later to find dead mice in the traps (they
had been trapped inside the outer case
and couldn’t escape) and mouse guards
crammed with polystyrene bits presumably the mouse’s answer to
keeping out the cold winds?. Amazing!

The moral of the story – don’t leave it too
late to fit your mouse guards, especially if
your apiary is in the wilds. Bee hives are

perfect places for mice – warm and plenty
of food. A reminder also to check the
mouse guards regularly throughout the
winter to ensure they are not getting
blocked by snow etc. so preventing the
bees leaving the hive whenever they feel
inclined.

nothing more reassuring than observing
the bees at the top of the hive whether it
be November or February. Don’t forget to
keep checking because the bees get used
to finding the source and it would
seriously affect their survival plans if they
ran out.
Other than that there’s not a lot else to do
at this time of the year, save the usual
spring cleaning operations which none of
us really like doing but which is absolutely
essential to get all our equipment in shipshape order ready for the new season
which will be upon us before we can say
‘Jack Robinson’ !

Making up extra frames and cleaning or
repairing the boxes – in fact anything you
can think of doing - can be quite
While you are applying the oxalic acid
therapeutic at this time of the year,
there is another useful check you can
especially if accompanied with a hot toddy
make. Back in September/October you will or a large glass of brandy!!
have done your best to make sure the bees
have plenty of food stored in the brood box All this will allow you a bit of extra
to see them through the winter. We like to (thinking) time when the season starts.
make doubly sure and provide a little
insurance by placing an extra super on
We finish by wishing you all a very HAPPY
with a few frames of honey surrounded by NEW YEAR for 2013 and hope for a far
specially-made boxes which can be used to better beekeeping season than 2012.
store any food (fondant, honey etc ) as
well as give a little extra insulation. Then,
on top of the crown board, there’s no
harm giving the bees another regular
source of food by placing fondant over a
feeder hole - the bees don’t have to be
disturbed - make sure you keep it
replenished as the winter progresses.

We like to place it under a plastic tray (we
collect them throughout the year from
supermarket packaging) because there’s

A Beekeeper’s Diary
by Cat Jones
New Beekeeper
•••

1st	
  December

WITH OUR THANKS TO JOHN FOR HIS DIARY FOR
I	
  aGended	
  the	
  YBKA	
  AGM	
  today.	
  I’m	
  sEll	
  a	
  student	
  at	
  
THE LAST YEAR WE’VE MOVED ON TO A YOUNGER
heart,	
  so	
  was	
  lured	
  in	
  by	
  the	
  oﬀer	
  of	
  a	
  free	
  lunch	
  and	
  
BEEKEEPER WHO HAS KINDLY CONSENTED TO SHARE
the	
  promise	
  of	
  an	
  excellent	
  guest	
  lecture.	
  I	
  am	
  pleased	
  
HER EXPERIENCES WITH US.

A	
  beekeeper’s	
  diary	
  (December)
Hello,	
  everyone.	
  For	
  those	
  of	
  you	
  who	
  don’t	
  know	
  me,	
  
I’m	
  Cat	
  Jones.	
  I’ve	
  been	
  gently	
  persuaded	
  into	
  the	
  task	
  
of	
  taking	
  on	
  John’s	
  monthly	
  beekeeping	
  diary	
  this	
  year.	
  
This	
  is	
  a	
  slightly	
  daunEng	
  task	
  as	
  I’ve	
  only	
  just	
  
ventured	
  into	
  the	
  world	
  of	
  beekeeping	
  and	
  I	
  am	
  
ashamed	
  to	
  say	
  that	
  I	
  knew	
  very	
  liGle	
  about	
  the	
  
subject	
  before	
  this	
  summer.	
  	
  So	
  I	
  expect	
  that	
  this	
  
year’s	
  diary,	
  rather	
  than	
  supplying	
  you	
  with	
  Eps	
  from	
  a 	
  
seasoned	
  expert,	
  will	
  fulﬁl	
  two	
  roles:	
  to	
  reassure	
  any	
  
other	
  beginners	
  out	
  there	
  that	
  our	
  inevitable	
  mistakes	
  
are	
  just	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  learning	
  process,	
  and	
  to	
  provide	
  
some	
  light	
  entertainment	
  for	
  those	
  of	
  you	
  who	
  
already	
  know	
  beGer!	
  	
  
As	
  I	
  don’t	
  have	
  much	
  to	
  report	
  on	
  this	
  month	
  I	
  
thought	
  I’d	
  tell	
  you	
  a	
  bit	
  about	
  myself.	
  I’m	
  a	
  recent	
  
graduate	
  of	
  the	
  University	
  of	
  York,	
  where	
  I	
  completed	
  
a	
  Master’s	
  degree	
  in	
  Ecology.	
  I’m	
  now	
  working	
  for	
  
Stockbridge	
  Technology	
  Centre	
  (STC)	
  near	
  Selby	
  as	
  an	
  
applied	
  entomologist	
  for	
  the	
  horEcultural	
  industry.	
  
Before	
  he	
  moved	
  on,	
  Dr	
  Luke	
  Tilley	
  started	
  up	
  an	
  
apiary	
  at	
  STC	
  so	
  another	
  colleague	
  (Andrew)	
  and	
  I	
  
were	
  asked	
  to	
  take	
  on	
  the	
  bees.	
  I	
  feel	
  quite	
  privileged	
  
to	
  learn	
  about	
  beekeeping	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  my	
  work,	
  but	
  I	
  
am	
  convinced	
  that	
  most	
  of	
  my	
  friends	
  think	
  it’s	
  my	
  full	
  
Eme	
  job!	
  We	
  started	
  working	
  with	
  the	
  bees	
  this	
  
September	
  and	
  were	
  given	
  lots	
  of	
  helpful	
  advice	
  by	
  
John	
  and	
  Luke	
  to	
  get	
  us	
  going.	
  We’ve	
  now	
  joined	
  
Barkston	
  Ash	
  Beekeepers	
  to	
  beneﬁt	
  from	
  their	
  theory	
  
and	
  pracEcal	
  courses	
  which	
  will	
  start	
  in	
  the	
  New	
  Year.	
  

to	
  say	
  that	
  I	
  wasn’t	
  disappointed	
  by	
  either.	
  Joanna’s	
  
talk	
  was	
  very	
  informaEve	
  and	
  oﬀered	
  many	
  useful	
  Eps	
  
that	
  I	
  will	
  be	
  able	
  to	
  put	
  into	
  pracEce	
  in	
  the	
  future.	
  If	
  
nothing	
  else,	
  everyone	
  should	
  go	
  next	
  year	
  to	
  take	
  
advantage	
  of	
  the	
  huge	
  spread	
  of	
  food	
  put	
  on	
  for	
  
lunch!
12th	
  December
Bill	
  Cadmore	
  joined	
  us	
  at	
  a	
  BABKA	
  meeEng	
  this	
  
evening	
  to	
  talk	
  about	
  his	
  post-‐	
  reErement	
  business	
  
enterprises	
  in	
  beekeeping.	
  It	
  was	
  a	
  really	
  interesEng	
  

talk	
  and	
  he	
  has	
  certainly	
  found	
  his	
  niche	
  in	
  the	
  market.	
  	
  
Perhaps	
  beekeeping	
  will	
  turn	
  out	
  to	
  be	
  a	
  beGer	
  
investment	
  than	
  my	
  pension...
19th	
  December	
  
Today	
  we	
  were	
  kindly	
  helped	
  by	
  Greg	
  from	
  BABKA	
  to	
  
treat	
  our	
  bees	
  with	
  oxalic	
  acid.	
  The	
  weather	
  wasn’t	
  
ideal-‐	
  a	
  bit	
  windy	
  and	
  overcast,	
  but	
  it	
  wasn’t	
  raining.	
  
Our	
  bees	
  seem	
  to	
  have	
  a	
  good	
  supply	
  of	
  food	
  for	
  the	
  
winter	
  which	
  is	
  great	
  as	
  it	
  took	
  them	
  a	
  while	
  to	
  start	
  
taking	
  up	
  any	
  sugar	
  syrup	
  in	
  October.	
  They	
  were	
  very	
  
docile	
  and	
  the	
  whole	
  process	
  took	
  a	
  lot	
  less	
  Eme	
  than	
  
I	
  expected.	
  
So	
  that’s	
  our	
  bees	
  sorted	
  into	
  the	
  New	
  Year	
  now.	
  My	
  
beginners’	
  course	
  starts	
  in	
  February,	
  but	
  I	
  hope	
  to	
  get	
  
lots	
  of	
  reading	
  done	
  before	
  then	
  so	
  we	
  can	
  hit	
  the	
  
ground	
  running	
  in	
  Eme	
  for	
  the	
  oilseed	
  rape	
  in	
  early	
  
spring.	
  Hopefully	
  I	
  will	
  have	
  more	
  to	
  report	
  on	
  when	
  
the	
  next	
  season	
  kicks	
  oﬀ.	
  

Whitby and District BKA

“Working all year for 2 weeks of decent weather in August”
Please come along and join Whitby Beekeepers at this evening lecture
On Wednesday 6th March @7pm (for 7-30)
SNEATON CASTLE - WHITBY
YO21 3QN
The talk is to get tips and hints to produce bees ready
to make the most of the Heather Crop

A Basic Assessor’s Report
by John Whitaker

and so there is no alternative but to study the
subject from a text book. Foul brood outbreaks
are fortunately quite rare but can be devastating.
This summer I’ve been one of the team carrying
When they do occur the sooner they are
out basic assessments in Yorkshire. It’s a pleasure recognised the quicker they can be brought under
to witness so many new beekeepers taking this
control by the bee inspectors and the less is the
major step forward in their beekeeping, proving
overall cost and damage. BBKA recognises that
to themselves and to others that they are
the Basic Assessment gives a real opportunity to
becoming competent in this ancient craft.
encourage new beekeepers to become familiar
with the symptoms of these diseases which are
The assessment process is itself an opportunity to serious risks to beekeeping.
learn but the most valuable part of the whole
process is the preparation that comes
The autumn is considered to be the start of the
beforehand. Some associations run crash courses beekeeping year, a time to set your ambitions and
immediately prior to the assessments. Other
aims for the coming year. For the new beekeeper
associations encourage the candidate to do a
who has kept bees for a year or more should, it is
mock assessment with an experienced beekeeper a time to consider whether to do the basic
prior to the real thing. There are books that
assessment in the coming year and use the winter
should be read. The syllabus, which can be
months to study the syllabus and do some
downloaded from the BBKA web site, should be
background reading .
studied and thinking time should be given to
rehearsing answers and clarifying knowledge.
Barkston Ash

The assessment is divided into three sections.
1 – manipulation
2 - practical and oral
3 – diseases
The candidate is required to get 50% or more in
all three sections. So you would fail overall if you
were to get 100% in two sections and 40% in the
third. The assessment can take well over an hour.
Some candidates are very nervous, often those
who are amongst the better prepared. But there
is no need. The process is very informal and takes
the form of a conversation or a discussion. The
assessor is there to wheedle out knowledge from
the candidate, not to ask trick questions.
Nevertheless the assessment remains a rigorous
examination of the candidates’ ability and
knowledge, covering the full syllabus.
The area of the syllabus which again and again
causes the most difficulty and for which
candidates tend to be least well prepared is the
section on diseases. This is not altogether
surprising as many of the diseases will not have
been experienced in practice by the candidate

If you have been keeping bees for a year you can
enter for the BBKA Basic Examination - Contact
Wendy for details and application form

ABOUT
ERIC

New Design Frame Hangers

Eric Bailey is the
treasurer of Beverley
Beekeepers association
He works for a
manufacturing company in
Pocklington
He has designed and
manufactired these frame
hangers because what was
available commercially was
not good enough for his
purposes
Eric has made the brackets
form both powder coated
zinctec and stainless steel.
Contact Eric

ERIC IS OFFERING THESE HANGERS TO YORKSHIRE
BKA MEMBERS 40% DISCOUNT.

ADVANTAGES

Frame hangers are not an
essential part of beekeeping
equipment but they have lots of
uses and can improve your hive
inspection technique.

No more resting
frames on the ground
or standing them up at
the side of the hive
No more groups of bees on the
grass or under the floor

This year in particular resting
frames on damp or muddy
ground or hive stands has
resulted in frames sliding or
falling over - and in some
case being stood on.

These Frame Hangers
will hold up to 3
frames so you get a
nice big space to work
inside the hive

Gentle movement of frames
from the hive to the hanger
often means that the bes
don’t even notice that they
have moved.

They are smaller than
most so fit into your
tool box a lot easier
These can be placed to
suit any frame length
on any hive
Use the hangers to
hold frames while you
photograph them

Why are we beekeepers convinced that
Red Cedar is so good?
by John Whitaker

produces a fine dust that can result in severe
asthma for the machinists. The agent in the wood,
which causes asthma, is plicatic acid and over 10%
WHAT SHOULD A BEEHIVE BE MADE FROM ?
of people exposed to the dust of redcedar will
Dear Editor,
become asthmatic. Expensive dust extraction
equipment is required in woodworking machine
Just a thought. Why are we beekeepers,
particularly in the UK, so convinced that our hives rooms but this is rarely efficient enough to
remove all traces of the dust. Beekeepers who
should be manufactured from Redcedar wood?
use the hives are not exposed to the dust and so
First there are a few background facts to set out.
are not at risk.
Redcedar is a conifer, not a true cedar. The wood
comes from the Pacific Redcedar (Thuja plicata), So while redcedar has advantages - resistance to
decay, lightweight and smells nice when new, it
native to western North America. It is a large
also has disadvantages - brittle, expensive and,
tree, up to 70m in height and up to 4m in
most important, the machinists who are employed
diameter. The tree is very long lived and a many
to manufacture our hives face a significant risk to
trees are known to have been alive for over a
their health. With modern wood preservatives
thousand years. In the wild it is found at fairly
any wood can be treated to be resistant to rot.
high altitudes along the slopes of the Rocky
Mountains in the northwest of the United States An empty brood box made from redcedar is
noticeably lighter than those made from redwood
and in western Canada, where it grows and
develops slowly over a long period. The tree has pine, 3.3kg as opposed to 4.5kg. However once a
hive box is full of bees and honey this difference
now been naturalised in northern Europe,
becomes much less significant.
including the UK, and the eastern US. However,
although it can flourish at lower altitudes, the
I have kept bees for twenty years. My hives are a
timber produced there is not so fine grained as
mix of redcedar and redwood pine, some
the native specimens.
obtained as secondhand. I periodically treat the
Barkston Ash
•••

The timber is red-brown in colour when freshly
sawn, straight grained with few knots. It can be
rather brittle. When weathered it turns grey. It is
a lightweight wood, about 25% lighter than other
pines The wood contains a natural fungicide
(thujaplicin) which inhibits rotting and this can
remain effective for up to 100 years. The
fungicide in the redcedar wood accumulates
slowly over many years and is hardly present in
young trees. Therefore there is the concern that
as the production of redcedar slowly moves from
long established forests to younger trees it will be
found that the effectiveness of the natural
fungicide will be reduced.
It expensive, about £900 (plus VAT) for a cubic
metre. There is a large demand for redcedar,
heightened by the recent fashion of cladding
homes and other buildings with redcedar. For
beehive manufacture the wood needs to be kiln
dried before being machined and as a result

exterior surfaces with wood preservative. None
of my hive parts, new or old, show any sign of
decay. I would suggest that we should think twice
before buying redcedar hives, but instead choose
good quality hives made from redwood pine and
save money, accept marginally heavier hives and
reduce the risk to the health of those that need
to make a living manufacturing hives.
John Whitaker
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Yorkshire Beekeeper’s Association
Annual Conference

York College
York YO23 2BB
April 20th 2013
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DISTRICT ASSOCIATIONS

HONEY SHOW

Please remember to invite your area
representative to one of your meetings. This
will give your member a chance to find out
more about YBKA and the opportunities
available to them through membership.

Have a look at our calendar - can you
produce a winning honey, wax, mead or
confection entry for any of these shows ?

CONTACT
Dave Shannon

Y.B.K.A. encourages al
l
members to register
on BeeBase
Regional Bee
Inspector
Ivor Flatman

tel. 01924 252795
e-mail
ivor.flatman@fera.gs
i.gov.
uk
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